Washington State Psychological Association
Peer Consultation Call Report

Remember to tell the caller to use no names when describing the situation: 

Limitations Discussed:

- [ ] Mandatory Reporting
- [ ] Individual Peer Opinion
- [ ] Not Legal Opinion

Assigned Number: ______________________________

Gave caller number: [ ] yes  [ ] no

(six digit date plus 2 digit UIN)

Suggestions about how, why, and where to record notes: [ ] yes  [ ] no

- [ ] Psychologist
- [ ] WSPA
- [ ] Nonmember
- Other Professional ____________________________

- [ ] F
- [ ] M

Area Code: ___________

Long Distance: [ ] yes  [ ] no

Total number of calls: ___________

Total amount of time consulting/helping: _________________

Caller has already discussed the situation with others: [ ] yes  [ ] no

Who and When? ________________________________

Details?

Caller also will discuss the situation with others: [ ] yes  [ ] no

Who and When? ________________________________

Details?

Brief description:

Ethical issues:

Legal issues:

(Note authoritative sources cited: Code of Conduct 2003, WAC, RCW, Board, APA Professional Guidelines, Community standards, Other)